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he past twelve months have seen a
transformation of the union. Free
membership for hourly paid PhD
students who teach, mass mobilisations
around the USS dispute in HE and
similarly in the pay strikes in FE have
created a record increase in membership of 24,000, a figure of 16,000 net.
This needs to be understood as a
straw in the wind not an end point
for the union. The processes leading
to these developments have not disappeared and we are potentially only
scratching the surface of the discontent
in post-16 education that is driving
participation and support for industrial action. It is for this reason that we
need to fully understand and embrace
the changes that have taken place
and are yet to emerge in our union.
The open hostility to the marketisation of education is itself a reflection
of the wider alienation and hostility to
austerity and neo-liberalism. The rise of
Corbynism is evidence that the political
base of society in the UK has shifted
dramatically. Since the 2017 election the
May government has failed to establish
itself as anything other than a zombie
government lurching from crisis to crisis
and loosing ministers along the way. In
the process the ability to maintain their
neo-liberal, intolerant and scapegoating ideology is being undermined. The
Windrush debacle is the most recent and
arguably the most significant of these.
The ‘hostile environment’ for immigration has been exposed as the racist
victimisation of minority populations
that it is. Attempts to separate off ‘legal’
immigrants from ‘illegal’ immigrants fell
flat when it became clear that the Home
Office under Rudd, and May before her,
systematically developed targets for deportations at any price. Even Boris Johnson was forced to call for an amnesty for
all immigrants! Donald Trump’s visit to
the UK in July now provides a fantastic
opportunity to mobilise that discontent.
When the disputes over USS in
pre-92 universities and currently FE
pay erupted it should have come as no
surprise that the hostility to the Tories
would feed into these disputes. The

UCL Strike Committee Meeting

hypocrisy of Vice Chancellors pay rises
while pay for the rest has been driven
ever lower and casualization has spread
deeper and deeper into our education
system was exposed. The inequality
of the gender, and other, pay gaps also
became a clear focal point of anger
when employers sought to engineer the
destruction of the USS pension scheme.
A decent pension was understood
to be crucial not only for those with
‘secure’ employment but crucial for
those who put up with so much discrimination and casusalisation in the
hope of finally getting their foot on
the academic ladder. Now all of those
aspirations were to be dashed.
What was a surprise however was
the extent to which members and
non-members recognised these connections and immediately generalised
their discontent. This was not simply
a dispute over pensions. The dispute

‘

For UCU there is an
important lesson that needs
to be learnt, and learnt fast.
Democracy and transparency
in our decision making
is crucial for members
to feel the union is truly
representing and reflecting
members’ concerns.

created an army of pension experts
campaigning against marketisation and
an army of activists willing to fight for
change through 14 days of strike action.
FE pay strikes now hold the potential for
these arguments to spread beyond HE.
The strikes again go to the heart of the
very same issues effecting HE and have
the very same generalising capabilities.
For UCU there is an important
lesson that needs to be learnt, and
learnt fast. Democracy and transparency in our decision making is crucial
for members to feel the union is truly
representing and reflecting members’
concerns. It is clearly the case that
too many in the old leadership of the
union are not simply resistant to calls
for greater democracy and accountability but are actively hostile to it.
There is a prize to win if UCU
responds to the calls from the activists
to make this a genuinely member-led
union. Our pay negotiations in HE and
FE have already begun and, as expected
gone nowhere. Yet Mark Serwotka, General Secretary of PCS, has already called
for national pay strikes in the autumn.
Pay disputes can address the issues of
casualisation and pay discrimination in
a direct way in which pensions never
could. If we succeed in delivering co-ordinated pay strikes across the public
sector we can win the changes members
are demanding and more. But to do so
means members must be in charge of
this union and the transformation we
are seeing in UCU must be delivered.
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The USS Joint Expert Panel and HE Pay
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#fefightsback: AoC refuses to discuss this year’s pay claim

Times Up on Casualisation, Discrimination and Inequality in HE

T

T

he AoC has delivered an ultimatum
to UCU: ‘end the disputes over the
2017/18 pay claim or we will not
enter negotiations over the 2018/19
claim’. This is a declaration of war.
UCU national officers are united
in condemning this decision and call
on all members to send solidarity
to FE branches and prepare to
strike for a decent living wage.
Branches are being asked by FE
national officers and negotiators to meet
and discuss a motion calling for a ballot
over the 2018/19 claim (see below).
Delegates to UCU FE Sector Conference
should support the motion. UCU has
made it clear to the AoC that we will
not stand by whilst the AoC once again
refuse to take FE members pay seriously.

awarded themselves a 10% pay rise last
year exposes the lie that the money isn’t
there to pay lecturers a decent rise.
Clearly the strike action involving
twelve colleges over the 2017/18 claim
has shaken the AoC. Employers have
been taken back by the levels of support
for the pay campaign and the strong determination shown on picket lines. Many
of these colleges are in negotiations and
UCU is making gains over pay and conditions. But none of the employers want
to break from the AoC recommended
pay award so most are giving one off
‘bonus’ payments ‘to hold the line’ rather
than agree further consolidated awards.
The strikes have also been successful in opening up a real debate about
the future of the AoC pay negotiating

UCU has called a national ballot of all
colleges over the 2018/19 claim to
start in June in preparation to hit the
first week of teaching in September.
FE pay has been eroded in real terms
by 25% over the past five years. FE
lecturers now get paid 14% less than
school teachers and are at the bottom
of the education sector table in terms
of pay. HE lecturers, secondary and
primary schools teachers all get paid
more than FE lecturers. As Sean Vernell
argues in the TES this cannot last ‘Winter has come for FE industrial relations –
national pay bargaining mechanisms are
failing’. The sector will not survive if this
pay deficit is not urgently addressed.
The fact that 33% of employers have

mechanisms. As it stands the AoC
framework is a sham. Over 40% of
employers don’t implement even the
AoC’s paltry 1% recommendation.
Whilst the first wave of strikes have
been successful and provide a model
as to how to conduct an escalating
strike action campaign it will need a
second wave of action involving the
whole of the union if UCU is to be
successful. This is why the response
by UCU to the AoC’s misjudged
attack is appropriate and timely.
The union must realise that despite
the first wave of strikes being successful,
by themselves they were never going to
be enough to shift the employers. UCU
Left members argued hard for a national
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response over pay. After the indicative
ballot over pay last September the spirit
of the motion that was passed at the FEC
calling on all branches to be balloted
for action that achieved a 30% turnout
or more was not followed through by
the national union. Only 13 branches
were eventually balloted. Eleven inside
London and two from outside. It is this
that has given the employers the confidence to attempt to blackmail the union.
This is why UCU’s response to
these attacks must be a national one.
If we are going to make good on our
threat then we need to throw all the
union’s resources behind this campaign. From the General Secretary to
Regional officials all must be going out
to the branches convincing members
that now is the time to fight on pay.
If we do this then we can launch
a second wave of action on pay
that builds upon the first wave. The
prize is not only a decent pay rise
for all but a national negotiating
structure that is binding on all.
Emergency motion to FESC on
pay from the FEC officers and negotiators on behalf of the FEC:
UCU is astounded at the AoC’s
refusal to discuss the nation al
2018/19 pay claim until local
disputes regarding unresolved
2017/18’s claims are settled, when;
● FE pay has been cut in real terms
by 25%.
● 33% of principals saw their pay rise
by 10% last year.
We believe this refusal to discuss
pay for FE workers is both outrageous
and reflective of how inept and ineffective the AoC’s role has become.
The FE sector needs a national bargaining forum whose decisions are binding on all who participate and one that
benefits all who work in this under-funded and over-stretched sector. For the
survival of the sector, FE pay must meet
the growing demands of the profession.
FEC send solidarity to all the
branches that are in dispute over the
2017/18 claim and will ballot members
nationally for escalating strike action
in pursuit of the 5% 2018/19 claim.

he consensus among everyone who
took part in it is that the USS
dispute was a fight over the future
of Higher Education, not simply over the
pension scheme. The reason is simple.
The undermining of Higher Education
by its supposed leaders has reached a
critical point. The 2017 Higher Education and Research Act (HERA) accelerated the drive towards the fragmentation
of the system and full privatisation.
Mass redundancies announced at OU,
Liverpool, Westminster and London
South Bank are one sign of this process.
Another was the threat by Cambridge
and Oxford to go it alone.
The USS crisis was Made in Westminster and driven by HE marketisation. This
big picture politics united professors and
post graduates, irrespective of whether
they personally had a pension or were
close to retirement.
The formation of the Joint Expert
Panel (JEP) to review the current
valuation of the USS pension scheme,
and the wider methodology for future
valuations, has the potential to be an
important step in limiting competition
between employers, provided that the
deficit is removed and especially if the
Government is forced to step in and
guarantee the sector and the pension
scheme long-term. If this happens then
the employers will have an incentive not
to leave USS.
In the short term, increasing costs on
employers will restrict their ability to
engage in expensive capital projects in
the race for student numbers. But it may
also cause them to quit USS and like
Coventry expand by hiring staff in
subsidiaries without access to the pension
scheme.
The employers’ agenda is based on
the assumption that students will
continue to take on unsustainable levels
of personal debt (and the Treasury will
continue to write a blank cheque) in their
desire for a decent education. Competition will intensify post-Brexit if EU
student numbers fall.
If the JEP delivers a resounding
rejection of the USS valuation, this can be
the start of a wider defence of HE.

Real-terms HE Pay/Salary Cost to August 2017.
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However, the JEP will not do this unless
the power that brought the employers
and the USS Board to heel continues to
be felt.
It was our 14 days of strike action
that stopped the imposition of 100%
Defined Contributions, and it is only the
threat of future strike action that can
ensure the JEP delivers for UCU members.
This is one of two key reasons why
we now have to immediately mobilise for
strike action in the autumn - to prevent
backtracking over USS.
The employer’s proposal for a 2%
rise in pay is derisory. It could amount to
the biggest real-terms cut in pay in one
year since 2008. Pay is currently around
13% less in value than in 2008. RPI in
March was 3.3%, equating to a further
1.3% pay cut for 2018.
If the JEP does not deliver, USS
members in pre-92 will also pay additional contributions of 3.7% of salary. A “2%
pay increase” is increasingly looking like
a 5% pay cut. Our pay campaign must
embrace the demand for No Detriment in
pensions as well as pay.
The USS strikes focused attention on
the inequalities in HE. Vice Chancellors
have been granting themselves eye-watering pay increases. The Minister for
Higher Education, Sam Gymiah MP, was
forced to legislate that Vice Chancellors
and Principals can no longer sit on
remuneration committees that determine
their pay.
The second reason therefore why we

2014
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2016

Aug 2008 = 100%,
estimated against
RPI (blue solid line)
and CPI (green
dotted line).
The red line is the
Salary Cost to USS
employers after
March 2016 when
they paid an
additional 2% into
USS. Data from
Office for National
Statistics.

2017

now need a serious militant fight over
pay is that our USS dispute was driven by
the experience of staff facing the
intensification of workload and managerialism, and the twin evils of casualisation
and discrimination. Our pensions dispute
was never going to resolve the scandal of
casualization, nor the scourge of gender,
and other, pay gaps - but the pay
campaign can. As Christina Paine and
Sue Abbott, separately in this volume,
make clear, casualization and pay
discrimination are structurally embedded
in HE.
Mobilising the enthusiasm evident
over the USS pensions dispute across
both pre- and post-92 universities on pay
can mean we utilise the power we have
in our membership to demand real action
on casualization and pay discrimination.
The pay campaign can resolve the
unfinished business in our USS dispute.
We can also unite with colleagues in
Further Education beginning a national
fight over pay.
Indeed, we are not alone in the
working class movement in seeking to
mobilise a wider campaign over pay.
Already Mark Serwotka, General
Secretary of the PCS union, is calling for
a national strike over pay. Our USS
dispute has given confidence to workers
well beyond our ranks. It demonstrates
that British unions are far from finished,
they can overcome barriers placed in
their way by anti-union laws, and they
can renew their membership and win
real improvements for their members.
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Strap Equality: Time’s up and the Me Too# movement
Gender

ByLine

A change in public attitudes and women’s resistance to sexual harassment

T

he Guardian (9 February 2018)
highlighted that more than 3.4
million women in England and
Wales had been sexually assaulted
since the age of 16 according to recent
figures. 3% of women aged 16-59
had been assaulted in the past year.
The Guardian article noted that ‘the
Office for National Statistics said the
scale of sexual assaults against women had changed little since 2005 and
that ‘more than 80% of victims did not
report their experiences to the police’.
For many of us who have been
involved in challenging sexism and
sexual violence this is shocking but
not surprising. But this year we
have seen an increased awareness
and a change in public attitudes to
the topic of sexual harassment.
Since the Weinstein case many situations have come to our attention. For
example the Presidents Club dinner saw
rich drunken men from business buying
the services of young women employed
by an agency for £175. Similarly, in HE
the University of Cambridge admitted
in February 2018 that it had a ‘significant problem’ with sexual misconduct
after it received 173 complaints in 9
months after launching an anonymous
reporting system. The majority of these
(119) involved student against student misconduct with 7 cases made by
staff against colleagues and 2 cases by
students against staff. The rest involved neither staff nor students. Other
Universities have introduced similar
anonymous reporting tools including
Manchester but Cambridge was the
first to publish such a report illustrating the problem remains an issue.
Many of us had been well aware
of the situation when we got involved
in campaigns to tackle ‘lad culture’ in
Higher Education during 2014/15.
Following the ‘that’s what she said’
report (NUS, 2014) we could clearly
see the need to take a preventative
stance to changing the culture in many
educational establishments. Universities were required to set up task groups
to address the issues but bearing in
mind recent events one wonders how

effective these have actually been.
In 2016 UCU had published a survey
that had taken 2 years to analyse such
was the high response rate. In the same
year 2016 the TUC published its survey
that reiterated the scale of the problem.
This year at the 2018 Women’s TUC the
key focus was the matter of sexual harassment and UCU’s motion was selected
as that which would go forward to September’s TUC this year. In the motion we
observed ‘that gender-based violence is
endemic in society’ and can often be ‘an
unspoken problem’. Our concern was
that ‘companies treat sexual harassment
and assault in the same way as other
kinds of harassment lost within general
harassment and bullying policies’.
UCU produced a statement on sexual
violence and harassment in November
2017. This promoted having a sexual
harassment model policy in all UCU
branches, encouraging reps to attend
sexual harassment training, working
with NUS,1752 and Universities UK,
having a ‘16 days against gender based
violence’ campaign and circulating
information. But are fine words enough
when the issue of sexual harassment
is reaching such
proportions? Do
we really want to
work hand in hand
with UUK after
what they have
been promoting in
the USS dispute?
With regard to
sexual harassment
it is worth considering the role
of the ‘Me too #’
movement. It has
been described as
a ‘roar’ and ‘life
affirming’ (Blasko,
2018). She goes
on to say that
the logo is about
‘power in words
and although
they can’t change
everything they
can alter the at-
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mosphere’ .The movement started
and spread virally in October 2017
by Tarana Burke and popularised by
Alyssa Milano when she encouraged
women to tweet it to give ‘people a
sense of magnitude of the problem’.

Context-the implications for
challenging sexual harassment in
post 16 education

So we have a range of bureaucratic suggestions but how much are all
these going to actually change what
we have known for such a long time?
In UCU we have seen women
members at the forefront of leading
disputes. The most recent disputes in
pre 92 Universities saw women Branch
Chairs and Presidents leading the most
amazing fightback against an attack on
USS pensions. This gives us hope that
challenges could be made on a wider
scale to the predominant culture.
The context of increasing marketization of education and neo liberal policies
cannot be ignored in this debate.
Modern day HE reinforces society’s
inequalities and represents injustice to
a whole new generation. The elements

Sue Abbott
in new style Universities focus upon the
essence of neo-liberal individualism and
competition. This can be viewed in the
performance management expectations
such as NSS scores, REF, TEF and so on.

Gender Pay Gap

Moore (2018) recently commented
‘equal pay for equal work seems such
a stunningly fair concept, who could
argue against it?’ She goes on to give
examples of disregard for gender pay
inequality. In particular she notes ‘every
single University in the Russell group
pays women less on a median hourly
rate. Durham University has the biggest
pay gap at 29%’. Attending a regional
briefing on the subject in November
2016, we were informed that ‘equal pay
is a subset of gender pay’ and that a few
Universities, had addressed the issue
for women professors at LSE and Essex.
Further advice suggested establishing
dialogue with HR departments and
using an equal pay checklist. Additionally it should be part of the Athena
Swan dialogue. But how far have we
got? Regularly enquiring at NEC we
get told progress is happening by the
officials but where and when? It should
be much more than just looking at the
pay of those at the top but also those

further down the grading structure.

Casualization and women

Additionally it is worth noting the report
produced in January 2016 by Healy and
Bergfield for the TUC on the challenges
presented by increased casualization
of women’s work. Although this covers
a wide span of casual women workers
in different industries, they note that
increased casualization has led to widespread insecurity for ‘both highly qualified and less qualified workers’ and that
women are particularly disadvantaged
in a variety of ways. For example they
note that women are ‘losing out on sick
pay and holiday pay, being refused work
because they are pregnant or because
they are returning from maternity leave,
given the worst teaching or in the case
of HE given extreme marking loads’.

Kelly’s theory of mobilisation

A key academic theory which is well
worth relating to at the present time
is John Kelly’s ‘mobilisation theory’.
Bearing in mind the experiences we
have just had in the USS dispute and the
strong role of women leaders, this is a
fantastic opportunity for us to improve
areas of injustice and discontent.
Kelly’s theory drew upon Tilly
(1978) and theory
of collective action
where ‘interests
are the fulcrum
of the model and
the ways in which
people (particularly members of subordinate groups)
define them’. For
example, leaders
need to find issues
to draw upon
members’ sense of
injustice. Injustice
creates discontent
and when this is
shared it becomes
collective. The matter of blame is important. This tends
to be directed at
the employers.
Solidarity is key for
successful mobi-

lisation. So the aim should be to build
solidarity and collective action. Some
have criticised the theory because of its
lack of focus upon gender. A variety of
respected academics (for example, Ledwith and Colgan (2002)) have explored
this and commented that injustices
such as sexism, inequality and discrimination are vital to generate activism.

So where now?

There exists a span of injustices for
women in our union. These include
particularly at the current time sexual
harassment, casualization, and gender pay gap. Too long we have waited
patiently for policies to be written,
meetings with HR to be organised,
conferences and briefings to be set up.
What we have learnt during the
USS strikes and ‘teach ins’ is that we
do have the power to change things
and it is now that we must take these
forward. In transforming UCU we
need to build a movement based upon
justice, solidarity and mutuality rather than accepting a service union.
As a starting point lets learn from
Audrey White who worked for a clothes
store in Liverpool in 1983. She was
sacked for complaining about the
sexual harassment of four women in
her team. She only got her job back
after a five week picket supported
by dockers, car workers and other
trade unionists. This is the way to
win. Let’s start organising now!!!
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The Casualised – at the heart of the Union.

U

CU is in transformation through
grassroots organisation for the USS
and FE strikes. We saw an unprecedented mobilisation of precariously
employed workers on those snow-bound
picket lines, leading teach-outs and debates about democracy and representation through tweets and Facebook posts.
Most of these hourly paid lecturers,
researchers or GTA’s have little pension
to depend on or fight for. They risk losing teaching next year simply for taking
strike action or holding union office.
Yet, in 2018 these workers, following several years of sustained activism
and publicity by activists in UCU,
were fighting for something bigger.
The USS dispute has mobilised a new
generation buoyed up by collective
fights against the rampant marketization of the sector, the TEF and REF.
Why have the voices of the casualised become louder on UCU committees
and picket lines? Have casualised staff
only just gained consciousness of their
exploitation? Do they only feel now they
can have a voice that can be meaningfully exercised? Has UCU only recently
started to recognise the mechanisms
which enforce the two-tier system in our
institutions, significantly propped up by
the oppression of the young and female
and black workers on low pay and
precarious conditions? All these
reasons are

somewhat accurate. But what has
changed is that the UCU membership
has realised anew that our strength is
always in our capacity for collective
action. An important tide has turned in
UCU. Now, more than ever, casualised
workers say they want to see a collective
fight over their working conditions by
all UCU members; a fight for decent
secure jobs and pensions for all.

The problem

54% of HE academic staff and 30% of
FE staff are employed on insecure contracts. Fixed-term contracts are the predominant form of employment for early
to mid-career staff in higher education.
The increase in precarious work drives
down pay and conditions for all staff.
No wonder UCEA, the national negotiating body for employers in HE, refuses
to commit to action on the precariat.
Remedying the conditions of these
workers would require fundamental
overhaul of the system, one maintained
on inequality and exploitation, poverty and worsening mental health. But,
worse than poor working conditions is
the reality of broken careers and lives.
Providing casualised work is a political choice and cannot be divorced from
other detriments to workers under capitalism. Invisible labour, such as marking,
preparation, meetings and pastoral
work exacerbates exploitation. Central
too is the heavy concentration of women
and black workers in the lower quartiles
of pay and on casualised contracts. This
exacerbates the gender pay gap and
affects choices about whether to have
children. It also fuels the silence over
the high incidence of sexual harassment
in our institutions as casualised women fear losing work for speaking out.

UCU in Transformation

UCU cannot go back to what it was.
With 24,000 new members, many
of them young PhD students, new
questions are being asked about
our democratic processes, representation of members and the
accountability of the NEC.
Following the USS strike action,
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Transphobia, sexism & bigotry
Strap

L
Baura
yLineMiles

Why socialists support transgender self-identification
what can we do to support newer
casualised members to take a full role in
the union? Clearly, we need all members
to work together to step up the fight.
It is about equality and fairness.
Casualised reps are calling for a more
progressive subs system where those
who earn more pay more, thus decreasing the burden on lower paid members. Lack of facility time is a massive
issue. It impedes self-determined
representation of casualised staff. We
call for decent facility time for all reps.
Language matters. Casualised workers need to be central to the struggle to
reframe our colleges and universities.
Language should include us: Indeed
even the term ‘casualisation’ does not
really describe the multiple kinds of
workers propping up our colleges and
universities rather ‘precarious workers’
best describes the multiple forms of
worker involved in post 16 education.
It is also essential that we involve all
university workers in disputes and make
adjustments of hardship finances so they
can do so without poverty and losing
their future work. Communication
mechanisms should allow NEC casualised reps to communicate with their
specific constituencies. Claims for fractional contracts need to be tabled in all
branches and led by casualised workers
and we need to build strong local action
in branches to galvanise a national
dispute on pay and conditions of work.
The time is now! We can shame
institutions in the press. We can table
anti-casualisation claims in our institutions. But, above all we need to galvanize members to take industrial action
supported by our permanent colleagues.
We need a national strike to challenge
the scandal of precarious labour. As
we move into the new HE pay claim
landscape, we must use the momentum
and militancy we have built in recent
disputes, to create strong branches
and local campaigns which will feed
into the national pay dispute. We want
permanent staff to put their significant weight behind their casualised
brothers and sisters collectively to take
industrial action to end casualisation.

T

rans rights have become a hot issue
over the past year. A year ago the
conversation was about North Carolina’s ban on trans people using gender
appropriate toilets and Donald Trump’s
attacks on trans and LGB rights. Thankfully a mass campaign blocked the North
Carolina statute for the time being, but
trans rights remain under attack more
broadly, and of course here in Britain
too. In February a trans woman was
brutally stabbed to death in London.
There is a lot of heat being
generated about the proposed
amendments to the Gender Recognition Act (GRA) suggested by the
parliamentary Women and Equalities Committee’s review of the UK
Government’s 2011 Transgender
Action Plan. It looked likely that
these would be approved after a
consultation planned for late 2017.
However over Christmas
the Tories announced an indefinite delay following a wave of
transphobic articles in the Daily
Mail, Times, Sun and elsewhere.
Apparently the issue had now
become ‘complex’ and ‘divisive’.
Some feminists (Germaine
Greer, Linda Bellos, Sheila Jeffreys),
plus various transphobic websites
and, unfortunately, some on the
left, have effectively given political
cover to this right wing media transphobia. Some in the NUT and FBU have
also voiced trans-criticisms despite last
year’s NUT conference voting strongly
to support trans self-identification.
The transphobic arguments being
deployed today are decades old and
have echoes of the homophobic attacks
alleging equivalence between homosexuality and paedophilia, but they’ve become (re)heated recently amid accusations of women being ‘silenced’ and even
violence between some radical feminists
and trans activists. Some claim women’s
rights will be undermined by improving trans rights. In turn trans people
point to damaging transphobic abuse,
misrepresentation and scaremongering.
What are the proposals? 2004’s
GRA was a big step forward for trans

people but it had serious limitations. It
allowed trans and non-binary people a
Gender Recognition Certificate (GRC)
and new birth certificate in their new
gender but the process is medicalised
and lengthy. It doesn’t require evidence
of gender affirmation surgery but
demands a gender dysphoria diagnosis
from doctors, two years of living ‘in
role’ and there’s still a ‘spousal veto’
despite the Same Sex Marriage Act.
The Committee’s proposals there-

fore call for various amendments
to the GRA, better training for NHS
staff and also suggest introducing a
non-binary item in the next Census.
The most controversial element
has been self-identification for GRC
application. This de-medicalised and
streamlined process is already the case
in Ireland, Denmark, Malta, Columbia and now Brazil, however, with
no apparent procedural abuses.
Critics claim it will be easier for
trans women or those claiming to be
trans - considered ‘men’ by transphobes
and some radical feminists - to enter
women’s spaces and attack them. In
fact there’s nothing now to stop crossdressed men entering such spaces. The
possession of a GRC is irrelevant (and
how would this be policed?) but the is-

sue is presented as a threat nonetheless.
Socialists should start from the
reality of trans oppression and support the modest GRA changes that will
make life a bit easier for trans people.
Thankfully the vast majority of women’s organisations are trans-friendly.
Trade unionists can help by adopting
pro-trans motions and ensuring unions get behind trans rights just as
they got behind lesbian and gay rights
at work and in society in the past.
Gender identity is as real
as sexuality. Trans women are
women, trans men are men and
non-binary identities are a reality.
Oppressed people deserve solidarity. Trans rights don’t undermine
women’s rights, indeed trans women’s rights are women’s rights.
Concrete demands and joint
campaigning to defend both
women’s and trans rights against
their common enemies – the Tories
and their ilk - offer a progressive,
non-divisive way forward. It’s
unfortunate that low levels of
class struggle for decades have led
some identity theorists to downgrade the importance of class and
class struggle and some on the
left to forget that socialists offer
solidarity to all the oppressed.
The USS and FE strikes show
how class struggle can unify workers.
Organising together to fight state and
employers makes class a sharp reality.
Identity categories are less the fundamental differences that capitalism
encourages us to assume. The current toxic trans arguments would not
have half their traction if mass strikes
like the recent USS and FE industrial action were more widespread.
The best way to support both trans
and women’s rights is to make no
concessions to transphobia, sexism
or bigotry, and promote the current
trans proposals. We need to help link
the trans movement to the labour
movement in the context of pushing
our class demands for trans-liberation
and a universalist, democratic education system within a just society.
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“Hostile immigration environment”

Tyler Denmead, Anne Alexander

and

Maria

de

Moura*

Solidarity Without Borders: defending international staff and students

Marion Hersh

How the USS negotiations and dispute developed

W

hen it comes to securing funding, attracting students from
overseas, or creating academic
collaborations, university managers
and successive governments have often
trumpeted the way in which UK universities are part of global academic life.
Yet at the same time, increasingly
harsh immigration rules threaten the
basic rights of students and staff to
work and learn. One example which
was highlighted during the USS strike is
the restrictions on the right to strike for
Tier 2 visa-holders, who could face their
visas being revoked if their employers
report them as taking “unauthorised
absence” for more than 20 days a year.
The fourteen days of strike action during the USS dispute raised
fears that UCU members on Tier 2
Visas would be unable to take part in
strike action in the summer term.
The predicament of Tier 2 workers
is not unrelated to the forces of marketisation gripping higher education.
Salaries among university leadership
have risen dramatically in recent years
even though the pay of academic and
academic-related professional staff has
declined in real terms since the Global Recession began in 2008. In 2017,
more than one third of 114 universities surveyed in the UK had awarded
their vice-chancellors a pay increase of
more than 20 percent (Times Higher
Education Pay Survey 2017, 2017).
The argument for these pay rises
has been that universities are competing in an international market for
top talent. But that same logic has not
been extended to non-management
academics on Tier 2 visas whose wages
have stagnated. So, paradoxically,
Tier 2 lecturers were risking deportation—precisely because they were
global workers—at the same time that
they were withdrawing their labour, in
effect to contest their exclusion from
this imagined international market.
During the strike, the power of the
Home Office for Tier 2 workers became
ominous when this ministerial agency
revoked the visas and began deportation procedures of two married faculty

Time Line

The Different Proposals
DB £ Accrual

Inflation capping

Valuation

0 K n/a

n/a

n/a

UCU 50 K

50 K 1/80

10%

n/a

ACAS

42 K 1/85

2.5%

Independent valuation
review by expert panel
with indendent chair inform next valuation

n/a

Joint expert panel, nonvoting chair evaluate
valuation, change the
result of this valuation

5% and half
increase of any
further inflation
from 5-15% up
to 10% max

November valuation and
cost sharing increases in
contributions, members
may pay another 3.7%
and employers 6.7%

Employers DC
1 September
Technical Provisions released showing
£5.3b deficit
19 October
result of UCU consultative ballot –
55.8% turnout, 86.6% prepared to take
industrial action.
November
Technical Provisions released showing
£7.5b deficit

members from Durham University.
Their circumstances were unrelated to
the industrial action—they had been
in their home country Mexico for 270
days on a humanitarian project and
field research, which was deemed to
be a violation of the terms of their visa.
Nonetheless, their story made Tier 2
workers feel vulnerable at a moment
when they were deciding whether
or not to withdraw their labour during the industrial action, and/or for
how much longer they might strike.
Students on Tier 4 visas also risk
possible deportation if they are reported absent from classes or in case of
disciplinary action against them. This
was threatened in the case of a King’s
College London student on a Tier 4 visa,
who was suspended following political
action taken during the strike. After a
solidarity campaign with over 500 signatories, the University authorities backed
down on their threats. Nevertheless, this
demonstrates how universities themselves can too easily become border
agents, using xenophobic practices to
police and undermine internal democratic practices on their own campuses.
UCU members in Cambridge organised in solidarity with international staff
and students right to strike and organise during the USS dispute. We held
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a protest march with placards calling
for solidarity against the destructive
competition which pits workers against
each other in the global marketplace.
Our UCU exec called on the University to confirm that strike days
would not be counted as “unauthorised
absence” and management agreed,
confirming this in writing. We then
linked up with colleagues at UCL to
launch an open letter in defence of the
right to strike for international staff.
The success of our action shows
that we have the collective power to
challenge the divisive and racist logic of
immigration controls. Using the strike as
a platform to fight back against racism
is especially important after the damaging imposition of Prevent, which turns
students into suspects and tries to force
academics, along with other workers
in the public sector, to collude with discrimination dressed up as counter-terrorism. With public anger growing at the
mistreatment of the Windrush generation by the Tory government as a result
of its “hostile immigration environment”
policy, forging solidarity without borders remains a crucial task for us all.
*The authors are all members of
Cambridge UCU. Maria de Moura is the
pseudonym of an international student.

14 December
Employers table proposals to move to
100% DC
18 and 19 December
minor victory for UCU – employers
agree not to table DC proposal; UCU
agree not to table proposal for £50k
threshold and 1/80 accrual rate.
22 January
UCU industrial action ballot result – we
have beaten the thresholds.
23 January
Independent’ chair votes in favour of
UUK DC proposal
5 February
First USS JNC after vote for UUK
proposals
22 February
First day of 14-day strike action – mass
pickets!!!
27 February
Informal talks with employers, UCU
presents 10-point proposal for settling
the dispute – UUK positive response to
last 5 points about the future, not very
willing to look at 5 points on present
valuation.
5-12 March
ACAS Talks with UUK

UUK JEP

USS rule 76.4

n/a n/a

55.5K 75th

12 March
proposal 42k, 1/85 accrual, 2.5%
inflation capping, proposal for expert
panel to look at valuation issues
13 March
branch meeting followed by HEC, mass
lobby of HEC. Branch meeting very
strongly rejects the ACAS proposal; HEC
agrees to continue the action and
contact branches about best dates for
further industrial action to affect exams
and marking prior to notifying
employers.
UUK agrees to suspend consultation on
DC proposal.
16 March
Last day of main period of 14 day UCU
strike action – mass pickets, support
from students, leadings role of GTAs and
casualised staff throughout.
23 March
UUK proposal presented to SWG as a
possible way of resolving the dispute.
This has been discussed by officials with
UK. It involves an expert panel to
evaluate and make proposals on the
valuation. It initially looks good, but on
reflection is a rewrite of the rejected
proposal without the £42K part.

23 March
UUK proposal made public
28 March
branch meeting followed by HEC.
Agreement that the approach involving
an expert panel has potential, but
concerns about the details have not be
specified and could therefore go majorly
wrong. No vote on outcome. Probably
the majority feeling was to revise or
clarify and resubmit, but HEC agreed to
an immediate ballot.
19 April
E-ballot agreed to accept the UUK
proposal and to suspend, but not end
industrial action.
27 April
HEC agreed that the JEP should have
three UCU (and three UUK) members
and that SWG should be responsible for
choosing UUC members and agreeing
the chair.
27 April
JNC unanimously agreed to withdraw
DC proposal – major victory for UCU, as
a result of industrial action, but still a lot
of work to do.
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Taking action
Strap

Lesley McGorrigan

Fourteen Days, Hold Tight: reflections from Leeds on the USS strike

A

defining element of the USS
dispute was that, from the
outset, UCU branches operated like we were the winning side.
The union nationally was organising
well and sending out the right messages and this gave us confidence.
In the run up to the strike our branch
committee organised extra meetings
and sent frequent member emails. These
showed that the branch was making
serious plans. The emails anticipated
and responded to questions that people
were asking. We held general meetings
where we reassured members that a
hardship fund was being created; this
meant we could reach out to those who
were financially vulnerable and may
otherwise have felt excluded. We gained
agreement from the branch to spend our
local funds – that rainy day had arrived
(it snowed too!). We bought a pink gazebo for our picket muster point, we hired
a van for the fourteen days, we bought a
new PA system. It was evident that UCU
was taking this
dispute seriously
and our members
responded in kind.
This led to the
most exhilarating
fourteen days of
union solidarity we
have experienced.
As soon as
the strike started, it was clear from
the social media reports and images that we were part of something
massive with the potential to win.
At Leeds, we’d had a dry run back
in October when we went on strike
over changes to University Statutes.
Our branch President, Vicky Blake,
had a comment piece in the Guardian and featured on the Today programme as members were waking up
and getting dressed to join day one on
the picket lines. The more exposure
we received, the more our members
wanted to be part of the action. New
faces joined the picket lines every day
during the fourteen day period.
We have an incredible diversity
of talent on our local committee; our

‘

branch president harnessed this to
the full with her own skill, dedication
and drive. Our endeavours became
infectious, we re-wrote and dubbed
the lyrics to the Spice Girls, creating
the infamous ‘Strike up Your Life’ video
which we sang on a massive rally at the
front of the University. The next day,
members turned up with their own
dubbed song lyrics and branches up
and down the country began creating their own picket line anthems.
Taking action, day after day, was in
itself a mobiliser. The dominos began
to fall: On day two Sheffield University
reversed its punitive pay docking policy
for lectures cancelled due to the strikes.
A twitter campaign amongst alumni had
forced their management to cave in. St
Andrews was next, then Keele. Loughborough management and several others agreed to spread pay deductions for
the strikes over 3-4 months. Some VCs
were clearly breaking rank and sympathising with staff, chatting with them on
picket lines. Two
Cambridge Colleges spoke up to say
that the view from
Cambridge submitted on their behalf
to the USS consultation did not
represent them.
A Congregation
meeting of over 400 staff outside Oxford
University forced Vice-Chancellor, Louise
Richardson, to urge Oxford Senate to reverse its position on the USS valuation.
After saying they were imposing
the defined contribution scheme on us,
UUK now agreed to talks with UCU.
We were winning. We knew it was
up to us to ensure that those inside
the talks knew we were not backing
off – we had everything to win.
It was apparent very early on that
this strike had created an outlet for so
much more. It brought members together in ways that allowed them to express
their feelings of anger, frustration and
disdain towards the effects of marketisation on their jobs, lives, students and the
sector as a whole. This was evident from

N ot only had the balance of
forces in the dispute shifted,
members themselves
were changing. People
talked of the confidence
they had gained
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the sardonic messages on home-made
placards that members brought along,
from the magnificent flourishing of song,
poetry and verse that we witnessed and
through the ubiquitous social media.
Not only had the balance of forces in
the dispute shifted, members themselves were changing. People talked of
the confidence they had gained, how
colleagues became real friends on the
picket lines through fourteen days together; instead of isolated in the office.

Members mobilising themselves

The confidence that members had
gained through their action was
apparent when an ACAS brokered
‘deal’ was announced ten days into
the strike on 12 March. The deal
was progress but nowhere near
what we were prepared to accept.
A meeting at UCU HQ witnessed
every delegate call for the Higher Education Committee (HEC) to reject the
offer. Branches had hastily convened
mass meetings from their picket lines
on unprecedented scale to debate and
dictate how their delegates should
respond and their decisions were
transmitted into the meeting via social
media. It was clear the deal was dead
in the water, that the membership had
forced their will when the Chair said: ‘In
recognition of the emerging mandate...’.
The Higher Education Committee
(HEC) met immediately after that
meeting and the deal was withdrawn
without a vote. Members had lobbied
the HEC outside of the meeting and
via email; it was the most democratic
decision making I have experienced.
The General Secretary (GS) subsequently angered many members when
she repeatedly emailed them with a
steer to vote yes to a second proposal
from the employers, despite the union
not agreeing a ‘yes’ recommendation. In the absence of the heightened
engagement through strikes and
picket line democracy, members felt
less confident to overturn the GS this
time round and voted for the deal.
The post-strike machinations of
many on the HEC are a grave worry. Ap-

parently oblivious to the transformation
in our union, they are carrying on with
business as usual. However, there are
layers of newly engaged members with
awakened confidence who are seeking
to hold the GS and UCU leadership to
democratic account. Congress 2018
needs to be a forum to push for the
democracy, transparency and accountability that we desperately need.

Worker/Student unity

Our students played an amazing role.
The dynamism of this strike struck a
chord with many, themselves facing debt
for exorbitant fees and little prospects
of jobs with salaries to pay them off.
Many students were drawn to the open,
democratic and inclusive agenda thrown
up by our strike, the picket lines, the
teach outs and our social media. They
brought us snacks, made banners and
placards, stood with us in solidarity,
leafleted and led our marches into town.
It felt like, not only our students,
but the whole Leeds community was
behind us. Workers from Unison, Unite
and the NEU invited us to speak at their
meetings and collected donations for
our hardship fund. The Unison branch
at our University provided a strikers’
breakfast to round off the final strike
day. At each post-picket rally dozens

of cars, vans and lorries drove past,
beeping their horns in solidarity.

Lessons from the USS Teach-Outs

The strike threw up anger at the inequalities of VC pay, the gender pay gap,
that University buildings are mostly
named after men. The energy and imagination from the picket lines and rallies
spilled out into the teach-out spaces.
We wanted to talk about everything,
we wanted to take on everything that

was rotten about the neoliberal university and the world beyond. A student
captured the dynamics: ‘Can’t we do
this more often; I’ve never felt so close
to my lecturers, normally you are up
there and we are down here but today
we’ve all been so much closer’. The
USS debacle had highlighted that, for
management, staff and our pensions are
their liabilities whilst iconic buildings
are their assets. But this powerful strike
had confirmed ‘We are the University’.

Alaric from Leeds UCU organised our Teach Outs. He outlined reasons for
doing them:
● They show students that their teachers aren’t just putting their feet up. We
care about students’ education and are willing to educate unpaid — just not to
do the kind of educating we’re normally paid for.
● We only go on strike when bad things are happening, but promoting the
teach-out allows us to focus conversations on a positive activity. Attending
allows students (and anyone else!) to show support for the strike.
● The teach-outs also give members a communal, productive activity to do on
strike days that builds ideas, capacity, and community — and reminds us what
higher education is really all about.
● Not all members are willing or able to be involved in picketing, but are happy
to participate in teach-outs, broadening the possibilities for activism on a strike
day.
Alaric’s guide for organising a teach out is here: http://www.leedsucu.org.
uk/organising-a-teach-out/. We shared this with other branches via the national
UCU activist list and encouraged them to put on teach outs; they did and they
flourished.
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Strap

Sean Vernell

Let’s get ‘tough on the causes of crime’

T

he recent killings of young people
on the streets of London is heart
wrenching for the families and
communities affected. Press coverage
has not shed much light as to why this
recent spate of killings have taken place.
It was the New Labour government
under Blair that introduced the soundbite ‘Tough on crime and tough on the
causes of crime’. In reality it was only
the first part of this soundbite that was
ever implemented. The New Labour
government introduced over 700
new offences aimed at curbing young
people’s behaviour. Stop and search
increased targeting young people from
BMAE backgrounds which meant that
you were seven times more likely to be
stopped and searched if you were black
than if you were white. Today, once
again, we are offered up the same platitudes and fear-mongering as in the past.

Gang crime made in Britain

The new GCSE English language
syllabus includes answering questions
on 19th century non-fiction texts. To
help students prepare for this question I decided to offer my students a
choice of four titles of discursive essays
looking at 19th century life which
helped to contextualise this period of
history. Two young people at my college
in North London have lost their lives
over the last two years to gang related
violence so it was not a surprise that
many of them chose the essay title,
‘Gangs why they have always existed’.
They researched articles from
newspapers from the 19th century about gang related crimes. They
were all taken back about how similar not only the crimes were but also
the way the press reported them.
The industrial revolution of this
period saw a transformation in the
way people lived their lives in sprawling industrial centres in Manchester,
Birmingham and Liverpool. Wars and
poverty across Europe also led to waves
of migrant workers seeking a better life
only to find poverty, squalor and racism.
It was in this context that gangs
rose in all of the major cities in Britain.

In Manchester a gang known as the
Scuttlers were notorious for mass street
brawls and running protection rackets around the music halls. The Forty
Elephants were an all-female crime
gang who were based in the Elephant
and Castle area of London specialising
in shoplifting and smash and grab raids
led by a woman called Diamond Annie.
For many of my students these
themes were not historical ones but
ones that existed today. They describe
in their essays the fear that young
people feel about the future and the
pressure on them to achieve at any cost.

Getting to the root of the problem

The need to have power is often attributed, by many commentators, as the
main driver as to why young people
join gangs and carry out violent crimes.
Being prepared to die for a post code
is not a sign of young people being all
powerful - it is a reflection of the lack of
power they have over their own lives.
The era of austerity has made the
conditions of the young working class
even more intolerable. The Equality and Human Rights Commission
reported that those under 34 had
suffered the biggest drop in income
and employment since 2010.
There has also been a significant
deterioration of young people’s mental
health. Land transport accidents are the
leading cause of death for young people
between the ages of 5 and 19. Suicide
and accidental poisoning is the leading
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Building the Union
Strap

Why UCU Left is Necessary
cause of death for
people between the
age of 20 and 34.
Many of these
deaths are preventable but we
don’t hear the
same howls of
outrage and calls
for tough action.
It is by dealing
with these underlining issues
that we can begin
to deal with the
gang related
problems our young people get lured
into. The government needs to create
apprenticeships that lead to real, well
paid and secure jobs. The career, advice
and community and youth centres
that have been closed down need to
be reopened with well trained staff
and resources to operate effectively.
The drug trade needs to be legalised to undermine the control of
organised crime and to take away the
stigmatisation of addiction so that
those looking for some kind of respite
from the pain of poverty can do so
in controlled and safe conditions.
The historic funding cuts made by
governments must be reversed to enable
Further Education colleges to meet the
long-term needs of our communities.
No young person should feel
the need to take their own lives, kill
another or look for solace in drugs.
Society has the means to create the
conditions that our young people can
feel safe and secure. The problem is
with those who assume power over
us and whose priorities lie elsewhere,
and who are fearful of allowing young
people the opportunities and conditions to be able to fully develop their
own creative potential and ambitions.
● Sean Vernell, UCU NEC and
FEC vice Chair, is the author of the
pamphlet, Don’t Get Young in the
New Millennium, Capitalism and
the demonising of the working class
http://uculeft.org/wp-content/
uploads/2016/03/Dont-get-young.pdf

UCU

is at an important stage
of development. In
pre 92 universities our
members have taken serious sustained
strike action. UCU has recruited new
layers of active members. Members
have formed strike committees. Many
activists in the recent USS dispute
were both workers and students in the
universities where they were taking
action. This laid a material basis for
building worker/student unity. In FE
too members have been taking strike
action over pay. We can go forward to
build an effective dynamic union.
There is huge potential for UCU but
the best outcomes require activists to
make the case for change and to organise to ensure the union is won to developing in the most inclusive and democratic fashion. This is what UCU Left
has been striving for since its inception.
UCU Left has been in existence since
the formation of UCU. It exists to build
UCU as a fighting, democratic union. It
organises its members in local/regional
groups to build the union at the grassroots. UCU Left NEC members regularly
report back to members. Lateral communication in the union is important.
Branches and regions need to be able
to talk to each other, rather than having
all communication relayed through
one central communication point.
UCU Left holds an annual conference to debate policy and developments
in the union. The conference elects
the UCU Left Steering Committee. It is
not the trade union caucus of any one
political party. UCU left runs
candidates in UCU national

elections. Since the formation of UCU
the following National Presidents were
members of UCU Left: Sasha Callaghan,
Alan Whitaker and Liz Lawrence.
Nita Sanghera, the incoming Vice
President, is a member of UCU Left.
For UCU Left union democracy is
central to the effectiveness of a trade
union. Democracy means that decisions are taken via the constitutional
processes of the union. This means
upholding the sovereignty of Annual
Congress and Sector Conferences. The
NEC’s job is to carry out these decisions, not treat them as simply one of a
number of sets of opinions to be taken
into account. Where situations arise
where decisions of Congress cannot be
implemented or major new questions
arise, the NEC should convene a special
Delegate Congress so that members can
vote on new positions and policies.
It matters who gets elected to the
NEC. UCU Left is much more than a
grouping to contest union elections,
but the outcome of elections is important. Members can elect union leaders who uphold Congress decisions,
who are prepared to lead a fight and
who think they should not give away
past gains at the negotiating table. Or
members can elect union leaders who
are convinced the members will not
fight and think it is their job to reach
a negotiated settlement, no matter
how many concessions are involved.
Democracy is essential for a trade
union. It is not an optional extra. Unions
have a responsibility to represent the
views of their members. Union lead-

erships can lead members in disputes
only if members are properly involved
in formulating the objectives and the
strategy and have confidence the union
leadership is prepared to wage a serious fight. The recent Commission on
Effective Industrial Action has underlined the importance of democracy and
ongoing membership involvement in
getting our industrial strategies right.
Members also need to be fully
involved in the decision when to end a
dispute. There is always a judgement
to be made about when industrial
action has achieved its objectives and
whether more can be gained by further
action or not. The members taking
the action have to be in charge of this
decision. Too often union leaderships
end disputes prematurely, leaving
members with some gains, but also
the belief that much more could be
achieved if action had been continued.
Some people object to caucuses in
the union movement on the grounds
this creates divisions. The divisions exist
because members have real differences
of opinion about the way forward. We
defend the right of any political current
in the union to meet and caucus, argue
its views and stand candidates in union
elections. Unions are democratic when
different groups can contest elections
and when there is the prospect that
elections can produce differences in
union policies and strategies. The existence of caucuses in the union makes
unions more democratic not less.
Stay active in UCU and join UCU
Left to build the union.
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Join UCU Left

UCU Left is a national organisation of University and
College Union activists. It is committed to ensuring that:
n t he UCU has a democratic structure through which
members can determine policy
ne
 lected officers and professional officials can be held
accountable.
UCU Left seeks to:
n defend educational equality
n oppose the consequences of neo-liberal marketisation
no
 ppose all forms of racism, sexism, oppression and
imperialism.

Join UCU Left today

To join fill in the form below and send it
to 90 Mornington Road, London E11 3DX

Name
Address
Postcode

Email		
Phone
Institution & UCU branch

Join online at www.uculeft.org
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